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Since the 1980s, the extent of older, thicker multiyear ice has decreased by ca 15% per
decade, driven especially by reductions in March (declining from ca 75% to 45 %) and
September (ca 60 % to ca 15 %). A short period of ice-free conditions in summer has been
projected as early as 2030 and as late as 2100.
Projections have been made of 21st-century Arctic marine access for the early (2011–2030),
mid-(2046–2065), and late-21st century (2080–2099); assuming Polar Class 3 (PC3), Polar
Class 6 (PC6), and open-water vessels (OW) with high, medium, and no ice-breaking
capability, respectively. These projections are based on sea ice simulations for three climatic
forcing scenarios (4.5, 6.0, and 8.5 W/m2; defined in IPCC Fifth Assessment Report); these
scenarios are roughly correlative to the IPCC SRES scenarios B1, A1B, and A2, respectively.
The projections are compared with the baseline period 1980–1999.

Results suggest substantial areas of the Arctic will become newly accessible to Polar Class 3,
Polar Class 6, and open-water vessels, rising from ca 54%, 36%, and 23%, respectively of the
circumpolar International Maritime Organization Guidelines Boundary area in the late 20th
century to ca 95%, 78%, and 49%, respectively by the late 21st century. Of the five Arctic
Ocean coastal states, Russia experiences the greatest percentage access increases to its
exclusive economic zone, followed by Greenland/Denmark, Norway, Canada and the U.S.
The impact on three potential shipping routes was assessed: Northwest Passage, Northern
Sea Route, and Trans-Polar Route. Along the Northern Sea Route, July-October navigation
season length averages ca 120, 113, and 103 days for PC3, PC6, and OW vessels,
respectively by late-century, with shorter seasons but substantial increases along the
Northwest Passage and Trans-Polar Route.
Trans-Arctic navigation is likely to remain a summertime phenomenon. The Arctic marine
environment is likely to be fully or partially ice-covered 6–8 months each year for the first
half of the century, and no climate model projects an ice-free Arctic in winter by 2100.
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